
Using GIMP to Create an Artistic Regional 
RPG Map – Part 4 
This tutorial series is an updated and revised edition of an original tutorial created by RobA for the 
Cartographer’s Guild (www.cartographersguild.com). Updates and revisions to the instructions, along 
with new screenshots, were created by Megan Wiseman (“wisemoon” on Cartographer’s Guild). 

Part 1 gave instructions on how to create the basic landmass outline for your map, including some ideas 
on how to randomly generate a landmass shape if you don’t have a sketch to start with. Part 2 gave 
instructions on how to color your ocean/sea, and how to color your landmass with textured grass and 
dirt. Part 3 gave instructions on how to create mountains and forests on your map. 

This part will show you how to create rivers and lakes on your map, and then will show you how to 
create cities and roads. 

Creating Rivers 
1. If you started with an original sketch, move the sketch layer to the top of the layer stack and set 

the layer blend mode to Burn. If you didn’t start with a sketch, continue to the next step. 
2. Create a new layer with Layer Fill Type transparent, and name it “Rivers”. If you have your 

sketch at the top of the stack, move the new layer to just under that layer. If you don’t have a 
sketch layer, put the Rivers layer at the top. 

3. In the Channels dialog, right-click the Land Mask channel and select Channel to Selection. 
4. Right-click the Rivers layer and select Add Layer Mask. In the Add Layer Mask dialog, click the 

radio button next to Selection. Make sure the Invert Mask box is checked. Then click Add to 
close the dialog. In the layer mask thumbnail, you should see the landmass as black, and the 
water as white. 

5. In the palette editor, click one of the water colors to make it the foreground color. I chose 
“water 4” but you can choose whichever of them looks best to you. 

6. In the Layers dialog, click the layer thumbnail to put it in editing mode. With your landmass 
selection still active, use the Bucket tool to fill in the selection with your water color. 

7. Click the layer mask thumbnail to make sure it is in editing mode. Select the Brush tool. In the 
settings section at the bottom, pick a soft brush, around size 9-13. The soft brushes are the 
circles with blurred edges.  

8. Make sure your foreground color is set to the white. 
9. Right-click on the Rivers layer, and select Show Layer Mask. Use the Brush tool and paint in the 

rivers and lakes for your map. When the mask is showing, you won’t be able to see the sketch 
layer. Therefore, you may need to turn the mask off and on to check position if you are using 
your original sketch layer for reference. Your rivers and lakes should show on the layer mask as 
white. 
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10. Turn Show Layer Mask off. You should get a result similar to the one below. 

 

11. Click the layer mask thumbnail to put it in editing mode. Turn on Show Layer Mask. 
12. Press Ctrl-A to select all, then Ctrl-C to copy everything showing. 
13. Create a new layer (Layer Fill Type doesn’t matter) and name it “Rivers Bump Map”. 
14. Press Ctrl-V to paste, creating a floating layer. Right-click the floating layer and select Anchor 

Layer. This pastes the Rivers layer mask into your new layer. 
  



16. Press Ctrl-A to select all. Then click Colors>Invert. You should get a result similar to the example 
below. 

 

17. Click the eye icon to hide the Rivers Bump Map layer. 
18. Create a new layer with Layer Fill Type transparent, and name it “Rivers Bevel”. 
19. Change your foreground color to 50% gray. Use the Bucket tool to fill the Rivers Bevel layer with 

gray. 
20. In the main image window, click Filters>Map>Bump Map to open the Bump Map dialog. 
21. Click the dropdown box next to Bump Map, and select the Rivers Bump Map layer. Click the 

dropdown box next to Map Type and select Sinusoidal. Set the Azimuth to 135, the Elevation to 
45, and the Depth to 3. Then click OK to close the dialog. 

22. Change the layer blend mode of the Rivers Bevel layer to Overlay. 
23. OPTIONAL: if you want to adjust the color of the rivers/lakes, right-click the Rivers layer and 

select Duplicate Layer. Then play with the layer blend modes, the opacity, or you can even fill 
the colored area with a lighter or darker color. 
  



You should end up with a result similar to this example: 

 

Creating Cities 
At this point in the process, you can do some refining on what you have so far—modifying the 
mountains, modifying the forests, changing the river/lake colors, or whatever you want. Once you have 
everything looking the way you want it, it’s time to move on to the non-terrain elements of the map. 

If you already have placed cities, towns and roads on your original sketch, great. Whether you already 
have ideas or not, the following list gives some suggestions to keep in mind when placing your 
settlements. 

• All settlements need water: water for drinking, cooking, bathing and for agriculture. 
• Communities usually have a reason for existing in the first place – industry, farming, mining, 

shipping, trade/commerce, or defense. A community’s purpose is usually tied to the resources 



available in that location. For instance, a mining community is close to hills or mountains, where 
ores can be found. 

• Accessibility is important for communities to interact with the wider region and world. People 
generally take the easiest route, rather than the shortest. Travelling by water is one of the first 
and easiest methods of transit. 

• When placing roads, consider the previous point about the easiest pathway. Then also consider 
the level of technology your region/world has obtained. The Romans built many roads with what 
we would consider limited technology—but they had massive numbers and good engineering, 
as well as access to a wide variety of materials and resources due to the size of the Empire. Yet 
Roman roads lasted well into the medieval period, hundreds of years after the Empire fell. Just 
because your world is a low-tech fantasy world, it doesn’t mean all roads are dirt tracks. 

Once you have decided where you want to place your cities and roads, you will need icons to represent 
them. One of the simplest ways to make city icons is to use Dingbat fonts. The one that comes standard 
with Windows is called Wingdings. If you have Microsoft Office, you may have others, such as Wingdings 
2. Below are the character maps for Wingdings and Wingdings 2. If you want to find the Unicode 
numbers for these characters, do a Google search on “Wingdings Character Map” and you should be 
able to find one. 

Wingdings 

 



Wingdings 2 

 

There are plenty of great icons you can use,  but in this tutorial, we’ll be using the following symbols: 

• Ports:   

• Walled Cities or Forts:  

• Capital Cities:     

• Towns:    

And now, on to the instructions! 

  



1. Create a new layer with Layer Fill Type transparent, and name it “Towns”. 
2. Select the Text tool.  
3. In the settings section at the bottom, click on the Fonts button to select a new font. This brings 

up a list of available fonts. Scroll through the list until you find Wingdings, and select it. Set the 
size to 29 pixels to start (you can adjust the size later if you want it bigger or smaller). Next to 
Justify, click the Center icon. See the screenshot below to locate the settings. 

 

4. Click on the map where you want to place your city, town or port. A text box opens, which is 
where you type the text. NOTE: The text box will show the normal letter/symbol; however the 
dingbat from the Wingdings font will show up on your map. Adjust the size of the font if you 
need to. 

5. Repeat step 4 until you have all your towns, cities, ports, etc. placed on the map. 
6. Right-click on the first text layer and select Merge Down. This merges it with the Towns layer. 

Repeat this for all the text layers. 
7. OPTIONAL: If you want the change the color of the symbols, look for the Lock checkbox, right 

underneath the Opacity slider in the Layers dialog. With the Towns layer selected, check the 
Lock box to lock the alpha for that layer. Then, you can drag colors from the palette to the layer 
and only the symbols will change color. 

8. Create a new layer with Layer Fill Type transparent, and name it “Towns Outline”. Move this 
new layer below the Towns layer. 

9. Right-click on the Towns layer and select Alpha to Selection. This selects all the icons in this 
layer. 

10. In the main image window, click Select>Grow to open the Grow Selection dialog. Set it to 2-3 
pixels. Then click OK to close the dialog. 

11. Click Select>Feather to open the Feather Selection dialog. Set the Feather to 5 pixels, and click 
OK to close the dialog. 



12. In the Layers dialog, click the Towns Outline layer. Choose a color for your outline. It should 
contrast with the color you chose for the icons. You can choose a color from the palette, or click 
the foreground color swatch and play around with the settings until you get a color you like. I 
chose the “labels” color from the palette, and then reduced the saturation and brightness to get 
a lighter yellow. 

13. When you have the color chosen, drag it onto the Towns Outline layer. This will give you a 
colored background to your icons, which makes them stand out. If the outline is too intense or 
bright, you can lower the opacity on this layer a little. I reduced the opacity to 80% for the 
example map. 

You should now have a result similar to the example below. 

 

  



Creating Roads 
Obviously, if you have cities and towns, the citizens need some way to get around, move goods, etc. The 
important thing to remember about making roads is that generally, people will travel the easiest route 
rather than the shortest (this was mentioned in the Creating Cities section, above). While you may or 
may not have built a lot of history and backstory for this region, try to come up with a general idea of 
the level of civilization and technology that exist here. This gives you an idea of what kind of road would 
be made, and whether the roads go around, over or through a particular geographical feature. It also 
will tell you whether they will have bridges, ferries, or use natural fords. That can be important later 
when you make smaller scale maps. 

Trying to draw roads by hand can be difficult, especially if you do not have a Wacom tablet. Paths are a 
bit easier to edit, and you can stroke them once you have them positioned. RobA likes to create and edit 
the paths in Inkscape (a vector drawing program similar to Adobe Illustrator), and then import them into 
GIMP. However, this tutorial will give instructions for creating and editing paths directly in GIMP. 

Once we have created the paths for the roads, we will be stroking the path to create the rendered road 
in your image. This is where you can get really creative—if your civilization has many types of roads, you 
can stroke different roads in different ways. For example, if you had an ancient civilization, now dead, 
that built advanced roads (like the Roman Empire on Earth) you could stroke them in a heavy line, or 
darker color. More recent roads could be stroked in a dashed line or lighter color. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Creating a Path for Your Roads 
Follow these steps to draw the path for your roads. 

NOTE: If you want to use Inkscape or another vector program to create your paths, you will have to 
import them into GIMP. Follow these directions to import your paths: 

1. In the Paths dialog, click the small arrow across from the Paths label to open the Paths 
Menu.  

2. Select Import Path. This opens the Import Paths from SVG dialog. 
3. Locate the file for your path, and select it. 
4. At the bottom of the dialog, there are two checkboxes. Merge Imported Paths will cause all 

vectors from the imported file as one path. Scale Imported Paths to fit Layer will scale up 
the contents of the imported file to fit the image size of your GIMP image. NOTE: if you do 
not merge paths on import, each path will be imported as a separate element, so whatever 
paths you want to import as a single path you need to combine, not group, in your original 
vector file. Check whichever boxes apply to your situation. 

5. Click the Open button to import the file. 

 



1. Select the Path tool . In the settings section at the bottom, check the box next to Polygonal 
if you want angled paths, or clear the box if you want rounded curves. 

2. Click on a town or city where you want a road to start, and drag in the direction you want the 
road to go. It is often helpful to zoom in to 100% 0r 150% in order to have more control over 
placement of the paths. 

3. Continue placing nodes and paths until you have all the roads you need. You can change to Edit 
mode by going to the Path tool settings section and clicking the radio button next to Edit. This 
allows you to change and move nodes. 

4. Once you have your paths the way you want them, go to the Paths dialog and click the eye icon 
to make your new paths visible. 

5. Right-click the path and select Merge Visible Paths. If you only had one connected path, this 
option will be grayed out. Once you’ve merged your paths, if needed, rename the new path 
“Roads”. 

Rendering the Roads 
1. In the Layers dialog, create a new transparent layer and name it “Roads 1”. Move this layer 

below the Towns and Towns Outline layer. 
2. Change your foreground color to white. 
3. In the main image window, click Edit>Stroke Path to open the Stroke Path dialog. In the dialog, 

click the arrows next to Line Width to change the size to 3-5 pixels. This may need to be 
adjusted depending on your map size. See the screenshot below for reference. 

 



4. In the Stroke Path dialog, click the plus sign next to Line Style to expand the options. Next to 
Cap Style, click the icon for rounded ends. Click the dropdown box next to Dash Preset, and 
select Line. Then click Stroke to close the dialog. Refer to the previous screenshot to locate the 
settings. 

5. Change your foreground color back to the default (black). 
6. In the main image window, click Edit>Stroke Path again. In the Stroke Path dialog, change the 

Line Width to 1.5 pixels (or half the size you chose in step 3). Change the Dash Preset to a 
dashed or dotted line. Then click Stroke to close the dialog. You should now have a result similar 
to the example below. 

 

7. In the Layers dialog, change the layer blend mode of the Roads 1 layer to Overlay. If you want 
the color a bit brighter, you can duplicate the Roads 1 layer to intensify the color. Or, you can 
undo the stroked paths, and redo steps 2-6 with different colors, leaving the Roads 1 layer blend 
mode set to Normal. 

8. OPTIONAL: if your roads go through forests or other features, making it harder to see the road, 
follow these steps. 



a. In the Layers dialog, select the Tree Bumps layer. Click the layer mask thumbnail to put 
it in editing mode. 

b. Select the Paintbrush tool and make sure your foreground color is black. In the settings 
section, choose a fuzzy brush that is just a bit bigger than your road (for instance, if your 
road is 5 pixels wide, choose a size 7 brush). 

c. In the main image window, click Edit>Stroke Path to open the Stroke Path dialog. In the 
dialog, click the radio button next to Stroke With a Paint Tool, and select your fuzzy 
brush. This will paint a black line on the layer mask for your forest, which will make your 
road more visible. 

Your final result should look similar to the example below. 

 

This concludes Part 4 of the revised tutorial. In the next part, we will learn how to label our map 
features and put the finishing touches on the map.  
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